FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
SlabbKiosks partners with Ingenico Group to provide EMV-enabled unattended payment
devices
Las Vegas, March 29, 2016 - SlabbKiosks, a leader in self-service technology, announced today
that it has partnered with Ingenico Group, the global leader in seamless payment, to bring secure,
EMV-enabled unattended payment devices to the market. SlabbKiosks, well known for its
customized kiosk solutions, will utilize Ingenico Group’s unattended payment solutions, and
become a member of the company’s Unattended Partner Program.
According to Mike Masone, Sales Director at SlabbKiosks, “Ingenico Group’s iSelf series represents
a departure from typical payment devices. The solutions were designed from the ground up for
unattended environments, and Ingenico Group provides unparalleled support, by making in-house
engineering and support personnel available to our customers. These customers are spread across
many verticals but their needs remain the same – to have simple and secure payment applications
developed for their unattended applications.”
Ingenico Group’s Unattended Partner Program will allow SlabbKiosks to provide secure, EMV- and
NFC-enabled unattended self-service payment solutions via its various kiosk models and
customized hardware solutions. The Program was designed to facilitate integration among partners
allowing them to offer turnkey unattended solutions for a wide variety of uses with secure EMV and
NFC payment acceptance built in.
Bruce Rasmussen, Director of Strategic Verticals for Ingenico added, “We’re seeing high demand
for unattended payment solutions. Companies such as SlabbKiosks want to protect their customers
from post-EMV deadline fraud liability, while enabling consumers to pay using the latest payment
methods, including Apple Pay and Android Pay. We’re looking forward to working closely with
SlabbKiosks to bring its new turnkey solutions to market.”

About SLABBKIOSKS
SlabbKiosks is a leading international manufacturer and distributor of cost effective, interactive
kiosks. The company has installed and customized interactive kiosks for thousands of clients in
over 150 countries and distinguishes itself from the competition by offering the latest in
technological advancements including the wireless kiosk, while utilizing high quality components
with designs that facilitate quick and efficient maintenance of their units.

Additional information can be found at:
http://www.slabbkiosks.com
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